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[5 7] ABSTRACT 
An electronically steerable antenna array comprising 
phased element antennas has essentially uniform gain 

- for small scan angles. An idealized shape of element 
pattern in the array environment is closely approached 
by controlling the complex mutual coupling among 
the element antennas for pattern shaping. The result 
ing element-in-array pattern has a nearly ?at top, 
steep sides, and also has low sidelobes in the angular 
regionsrwhere grating lobes of the array factor can ap 
pear upon steering. Consequently, the antenna array 
has high and almost constant gain over a limited range 
of steering angles in all directions from the principal 
mechanical axis of the planar array, and has low side 
lobes and low grating lobes. 

12 Claims, 12 Drawing Figures 
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LIMITED SCAN ANTENNA ARRAY 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION _ 

The far-field radiation pattern of an antenna array is 
the sum of contributions of each of the element anten 
nas which constitute the array, with the relative phases 
of the contributions in the far field being taken into ac 
count in the summation. Under certain circumstances, 
an antenna array pattern may be represented as a prod 
uct of an array factor and an element pattern. The re 
quired circumstances are that the elements be identi 
cal, that their generator impedances be identical, that 
the mutal energy interaction between each element and 
its neighboring elements extend over a region which is 
small compared with theover-all size of the array so 
that edge effects are relatively small, and that the ele 
ments other than those at the edges all see almost the 
same environment of neighboring elements, as would 
be the case when the elements are uniformly spaced on 
a plane. 
The array factor describes an antenna pattern which 
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would be produced by a hypothetical antenna array ‘ 
consisting of isotropically radiating antenna elements 
whose phase centers are located at the phase centers of 
the elements of the actual array. 
The element pattern to be employed in representing 

, the actual array pattern as a product of an array factor 
and an element pattern, is the element pattern which 
would be exhibited by an actual element antenna when 
it is located in its array environment. Such an element 
pattern may be produced by exciting one element an 
tenna when it is mounted in the array, with the other 
element antennas not directly excited, but instead 
loaded at'their terminals by impedances equal to the 
internal impedance of their inactive generators. It is 
well known that the element pattern which is thus ob 
tained, hereinafter referred to as the element-in~array 
pattern, is in general quite different from a pattern 
which would be produced by the same element antennav 
mounted alone on a ground plane. The differences are 
due to parasitic excitation of elements which surround 
the directly excited element. The neighboring elements 
are excited by energy coupled to them through mutual 
impedances and paths which exist among them and the 
directly excited element. A part ofthe energy thus cou 
pled to the neighboring elements is radiated to the far 
field and combines with energy radiated from the di 
rectly excited element to produce the element-in-array 
pattern. This pattern is, of course, dependent upon the 
coupling parameters between the element antennas'as 
they are located in the array as well as upon the charac 
teristics which a single element would have if standing 
alone. . 

When the principle beam of- an array is steered off 
the array’s normal mechanical axis by changing the rel 
ative phases of excitation of the element antennas, only 
the array factor is steered in space; The element-in 
array pattern is not steered nor altered appreciably 
when the steering covers relatively small angles. Thus 
the element-in-array pattern is stationary in space dur 
ing steering, and the array factor, by which it is multi 
plied to arrive at the resultant actual array pattern, is 
offset angularly so that the tip of the central lobe of the 
array pattern appears to describe approximately the 
contour of the element-in-array pattern when the array 
factor is steered progressively farther off the mechani 
cal axis. The amplitude of the central or principal lobe 
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of the array factor is relatively constant as the antenna 
beam is steered off axis by small angles; it is diminished 
only in proportion to the consine of the steering angle, 
the cosine effect resulting from a foreshortening of the 
array when projected at the small angle steered off axis. 
For many applications in which the beam must be 

steered over an angular range centered at the mechani 
cal axis, .an ideal element-in-array pattern would be one 
whose shape exactly compensates for the minor cosine 
reduction of the array factor so that the resulting pat~ 
tern would have uniform sensitivity for all steering an 
gles within the range. Beyond the steering range, the 
element-in-array pattern would ideally be zero so that 
sidelobes and grating lobes would be suppressed. Each 
sidelobe of the array pattern is created mainly by only 
a small percentage of the elements of the array. The 
grating lobes are those other than the principal lobe 
which are produced by concerted phase action of a 
great number of the elements. Grating lobes may arise 
at angles of the array pattern for which the path lengths 
of energy contributions from neighboring elements dif 
fer by an integral multiple of a wavelength. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In the present invention, antenna elements are ar 
rayed on a uniformly spaced grid in a plane. The di 
mensions of the antenna elements themselves are se 
lected in such a way as to control the mutal electromag 
netic coupling between elements so that the element 
in-array pattern approaches the ideal element-in-array 
pattern for antenna arrays which are to be steered elec 
tronically over small angles. That is, the mutual cou 
pling is controlled to provide an element-in-array pat 
‘tern having a main lobe with a nearly ?at top across the 
scanning range and having rapidly decreasing sides out 
side of that range and having low sidelobes and low pat 
tern values at the angles where grating lobes could oc 
cur. ‘ 

One or more structural elements such as a thin di 
electric sheet may be used also to control mutual en-. 
ergy transfer laterally among elements of the array. 
Accordingly, one object of the present invention is to 

provide an antenna array which has nearly equal gain ' 
everywhere within an angular region over which it is 
capable of being electronically steered. 
Another object of the invention is to provide an an 

tenna array whose characteristics are controlled to 
have relatively high and uniform gain over a steering 
range, low side lobes, and low grating lobes, by control 
ling the electromagnetic energy coupling among ele 
ment antennas of the array. _ 

Another object of the invention is to provide an array 
whose elements have an element-in-array pattern with 
a substantially constant sensitive over a central angular 
range and a very rapid reduction in sensitivity from the 
central range to more remote angular ranges and very 
low sensitivity in more remote ranges. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows a high-gain broadside antenna array. 
FIG. 2 shows a principal lobe of the array in polar co‘ 

ordinates, and its beam steering range. 
FIG. 3, is a block diagram of a conventional elec 

tronic beam steering system. 
FIG. 4a is a diagram of the construction of an ele 

ment antenna for a preferred embodiment ofthe inven 
tion for linear wave polarization. 
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FIG. 4b shows the construction of an element an 
tenna for circular wave polarization. 
FIG. 5 shows an arrangement for measuring an ele 

ment-in-array pattern of an element antenna. 
FIG. 6 depicts two element-in-array patterns of an 

element antenna in which a disk member has a diame 
ter which is correct. 
FIG. 7 shows two element-in-array patterns of the el 

ement antenna of FIG. 6, but in which the disk member 
has a diameter which is too small. 
FIG. 8 shows two element-in-array patterns of the el 

ement antenna of FIG. 6, but in which the disk member 
has a diameter which is too large. 
FIG. 9a shows a side view of an embodiment in which 

the element antennas are dielectric rods. 
FIG. 9b is a front view of a portion of the array of 

FIG. 9a. 
FIG. 9c is a side view of yet another embodiment in 

which the element antennas are dipoles whose mutal 
energy coupling is determined in part by a dielectric 
sheet that covers them. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a num 
ber of element antennas 10 are arrayed over a ground 
plane 12 at the intersections of a uniformly spaced grid 
as shown in FIG. 1. The spacing between rows and col 
umns of elements 10 is in the range of 0.75 to 1.10 
wavelengths such as 0.85 wavelengths for the fre 
quency of excitation employed. A principal mechanical 
axis 14 of the antenna is perpendicular to the plane of 
the array 12 as shown in FIG. 2, and defines the direc 
tion of the center of a principal lobe 16 of a resultant 
antenna array pattern when all of the element antennas 
10 are excited with equal phase. The principal lobe 16 
of the resultant array pattern may be steered over an 
angular range 18 centered on the mechanical axis 14, 
by linear phasing of the element antennas 10 relative to 
each other depending upon their positions. In the pre 
ferred embodiment described herein, steering may be 
accomplished over a range 18 extending to an outer 
limit in any direction from the mechanical axis 14, the 
outer limit being in a range 0° to at least 15°. In FIG. 
2, the principal lobe 16 of the resultant array pattern 
is shown in polar coordinate form ‘for the condition 
when the principal lobe is located on the mechanical 
axis, and is shown as a dotted line 20 for a steering posi 
tion 15° off the axis. 
Each element antenna 10 is mounted on the common 

ground plane 12 and in this embodiment is fed from be 
hind the ground plane 12 at element antenna terminals 
22 through any suitable baluns known in the prior art. 
To simplify the description of this invention, a conven 
tional electronic beam steering control system is em 
ployed, as shown in FIG. 3. Each balun 19 is driven by 
a phase shifter 21 which can be typically of a conven 
tional diode switching type controllable by DC poten 
tials applied to the diodes of the phase shifter 21 by a 
beam steering control circuit 23. The phase shifters 21 
are excited by a corporate feed system from a source 
25. 

All of the element antennas 10 of the array are identi 
cal. The element antennas 10 in the preferred embodi 
ment are similar to short backfire antennas except for 
the selection of their dimensions. The dimensions in the 
present invention are determined empirically. In FIG. 
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40 an element antenna 10 is shown for radiating an 
electromagnetic wave of one linear polarization. 
Each element antenna 10 comprises two poles or 

transmission members 24 connected to the input termi 
nal 22 and mounted perpendicularly to the ground 
plane 12. An insulator 26 prevents the ground-plane 12 
from short-circuiting the element. The transmission 
members 24 are between 0.4 and 0.6 wavelength long 
and are connected to a conductive disk 28 at their ends 
remote from the ground plane. The disk 28 has a diam 
eter in the range of 0.38 to 0.62 wavelength. If desired, 
the transmission members 24 may be electrically con 
nected together either instead or in addition by a ca 
pacitor whose position on the transmission members 24 
with respect to the terminating disk 28 may be ad 
justed. Approximately midway between the ground 
plane 12 and the terminating disk 28 on the transmis 
sion members 24, a radiating dipole 30 is mounted. 
One arm of the dipole 30 is mounted on each of the 
transmission members 24, each arm 32 being approxi 
mately one-fourth wavelength long. When the antenna 
element 10 is excited, current flows from the terminals 
22 along the transmission members 24 to the dipole 30 
and out along the dipole arm 32 to their ends where it 
is continuously reflected as is well known in the prior 
art. The current in the dipole arms 32 together with the 
voltage established between the two dipole arms cre 
ates standing waves of electromagnetic fields between 
the ground plane 12 and the terminating disk 28 of the 
element antenna 10. The ground plane 12 and the ter 
minating disk 28 serve as ends of a rather loosely 
bounded cavity, centered on the transmission members 
24, which resonates under the stimulation of the dipole 
30. Electromagnetic energy easily escapes from the 
cavity and is radiated past the edges of the terminating 
disk 28 in a direction generally broadside to the ground 
plane 12. At the same time, the rapidly alternating elec 
tric and magnetic fields in the region around the ele 
ment antenna 10 excite current ?ow in the other ele 
ment antennas 10 near the directly excited element an 
tenna principally by capacitive and magnetic induction, 
it is believed. Because all of the elements 10 of the 
array are excited directly at their terminals during nor 
mal operation, the particular element whose structure 
and, operation are being described in parasitically ex 
cited in like manner by the neighboring elements so 
that the far-field radiation from every element has a 
parasitically excited component as well as a component 
due to direct excitation. 
Shown in FIG. 4b is an alternative form 33 of element 

antenna suitable for radiating circularly polarized 
waves. Element 33 has two pairs of dipole arms 34, 36 
which can be excited with 90° phase displacement be 
tween their exciting currents to produce waves of cir 
cular, elliptical or linear polarization. The phase dis 
placement required between their currents for circular 
or elliptical polarization can be achieved by selecting , 
the lengths of the two pairs of dipole elements so that 
they have reactive impedances of opposite signs. 

All of the elements 10 contribute to the resultant 
array pattern in the far field; the contribution which is 
due to excitation energy originally entering the array at 
the terminals 22 of one particular element antenna 10 
producesan element-in-array pattern of one element. 
In order that the nature of the element-in-array pattern 
be clear, a circuit for measuring it approximately is 
shown in FIG. 5. In FIG. 5, nine element antennas l0 
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are shown arranged broadside on a grid which repre 
sents a portion 38 of the entire ground plane as marked 
with dotted lines on FIG. 1. The center element of the 
group of elements 10 in FIG. 5 is shown being excited 
by a generator 40 which has an internal impedance Z. 
Each of the other eight elements 10 which are the near 
est neighbors of the directly excited element, is termi 
nated in the same impedance Z, which represents the 
internal impedance of its own presently inactive gener 
ator. The exciting voltage is zero for'all except the cen 
ter element whose element-in-array pattern is to be 
measured. Radiation patterns measured in the far ?eld 
under these conditions are the element-in-array pat 
terns of an element antenna 10 if the element-in-array 
pattern is significantly influenced only by the nearest 
neighbors. A more precise element-in-array pattern 
could be measured by including more element anten 
nas farther out in the array, also passively terminated 
inimpedance Z. 
A set of measured element~in~array patterns of an el 

ement 10 employed in the preferred embodiment is 
shown in FIG. 6 on rectangular coordinates. The ele 
ment that produced the patterns of FIG. 6 was in a 7 
X 7 array over a ground screen. Curves 42, 44, are prin 
cipal E-plane and I-I-plane element-in-array patterns 
respectively. It should be noted that portions of the E 
plane and I-I-plane patterns 42, 44 within i 15° about 
the 0° mechanical axis have almost constant strength. 
The patterns decline slowly from 15° to 30° off axis and 
thereafter fall more rapidly to levels of less than 18 dB 
below the crest of the main lobe. 
The desired ?at-top shapes, well within i 0.5 deci-, 

bels, of the element-in-array patterns 42, 44 are 
achieved in the preferred embodiment with lengths of 
0.5 wavelength for the transmission members 24, a ter 
minating disk 28 diameter of 0.405 wavelength, a di 
pole 30 length from the unsupported end of one dipole 
arm 32 to the unsupported end of the other arm 32 of 
0.45 wavelength, and with the dipole arms located 0.25 
wavelength-from the screen and fromthe disk 28. The 
spacing between element antennas is 0.85 wavelength, 
on a square grid. These dimensions produce appropri 
ate values of partial capacitance from the terminating 

> disk to the terminating ‘disks of neighboring antennas 
and to the ground plane, and produce appropriate self 
and mutual inductances, capacitances, and energy 
transmission parallel to the ground plane to shape the 
element-in-array pattern to a flat-topped, steep-sided 
shape which is desired, as shown in FIG. 6. 
The proper dimensions of various structural mem 

bers of the element antennas depends upon'the dimen 
sions selected for other structural members of the same 
element. The disk 28 can have diameters between 0.25 
and 0.60 wavelength. The disk can be located between 
0.4 and 0.6 wavelengths from the main re?ector. Spac 
ings between elements ordinarily range from 0.75 to 
1.1 wavelength. . 

FIGS. 7 and 8 show element-in-array patterns ob 
tained under conditions similar to those of FIG. 6, ex~ 
cept with incorrect diameters of the terminating disks 
28. The patterns of FIG. 7 are for a terminating disk di 
ameter of 0.275, which is too small, and the patterns 
are not ?at-topped. The patterns of FIG. 8 are for a ter 
minating disk diameter of 0.475, which is too large, and 
the patterns therefrom are not ?at-topped either. 
To obtain the resultant far-field pattern of the an 

tenna array, the element-in-array pattern 42 is multi 
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6 
plied at every value of angle on the abscissa of FIG. 6 
by the value of an array factor at the same angle, as was 
discussed above. The array factor employed must cor 
respond to the steering angle for which a pattern is 
sought. 
While the energy transferred between elements of 

the array is relatively low for the type of antenna ele 
ment described in the preferred embodiment, it is nev 
ertheless signi?cant and great enough to be manipu 
lated as was described herein to shape the element-in 
array pattern to achieve the desired array performance. 

It can be seen in FIG. 6 that resultant patterns 'of the 
array will have a principal lobe whose maximum value 
is almost as great for a beam steering angle of 15° as it 
is for a steering angle of 0°; the maximum value is 
smooth between those angles. This is a very desirable 
result for many applications of steerable arrays; one ad 
vantage is that it minimizes amplitude-modulation of 
the sensitivity of the array as a function of beam steer 
ing angle. _ _ 

While the antenna array has been described in terms 
of antenna elements of a particular type resembling a 
short backfire antenna, and although speci?c dimen 
sions of the element antenna of the preferred embodi 
ment have been recited in the interest of providing a 
specific example, the invention may be practiced by 
any of a variety of element antennas in array, provided 
only that their structure makes them amenable to ap 
propriate tailoring of the complex mutual energy cou 
pling from an element to its'neighbors when in array, 
and provided that a particular pattern shape which is 
desired is one of the element-in-array patterns which 
are achievable by manipulation of the dimensional pa‘ 
rameters of the element antenna and of spacing be 
tween element centers. 
An example of an embodiment employing dielectric 

rod element antennas is shown in FIGS. 94 and 9b. Di 
electric rods 50 are arranged on a grid spacing over a 
ground screen 52, and are fed by waveguides 54 from 
an array feed network. The diameter and length of a 
rod 50 affects the energy coupled transversely to neigh 
boring rods 50, to shape an elem'ent-in-array pattern. 
Another embodiment, shown in FIG. 9c, utilizes half 

wave dipole element antennas 56 supported near a 
ground plane 58, and has a thin dielectric sheet 60 cov 
ering the entire array. The dielectric sheet has a rela 
tive dielectric constant of about 10, and is strongly af 
fects the amount and phase of energy coupled laterally 
among the dipole element antennas, to shape the ele 
ment-in-array pattern. - 

It is not necessary that the element antennas be lo 
cated at the intersections of a square grid as was de 
scribed in the preferred embodiment. The principal re 
quirement'upon the placement of element antennas is 
that all of the antennas except the ones near the edge 
should have the same values of complex mutual cou 
pling with respect to the element antennas surrounding 
them. ' 

Although the invention has been described above in 
transmitting-antenna terms it is also suitable by reci 
procity for use as a receiving antenna, or for both trans 
mitting and receiving. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A planar phase-steerable antenna array having an 

axis perpendicular to the array and having a main lobe 
whose direction is steerable by phase control over a re 
gion extending from the axis to an outer limit ranging 
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from 0° to 25° off the axis comprising a phase 
controlled energy feed system, element antennas ar 
ranged substantially in a plane with uniform spacing in 
a spacing range between 0.75 to 1.10 wavelength, each 
of said element antennas comprising feed terminals for 
accepting excitation energy from the feed system, 
means having a feed-terminal end and 'a second end for 
conducting of said excitation energy from the feed ter 
minals in a direction substantially parallel to the axis, 
a substantially planar main re?ector nearer to the feed 
terminal end of the conduction means than to the sec 
ond end and parallel to the array plane for re?ecting 
electromagnetic waves, a subre?ector located at the 
second end of the conduction means and at a distance 
from the main re?ector in a range of distances of 0.4 
to 0.6 wavelength for re?ecting electromagnetic waves, 
said subre?ector having overall size parallel to the 
array in a range of 0.25 to 0.60 wavelength, electro 
magnetic radiation means connected to the conduction 
means between the main re?ector and the subre?ector 
and excited by energy conducted by the conduction 
means thereto for producing electromagnetic ?elds, 
the precise dimensions for said uniform spacing of the 
element antennas and for said distance of the subre?ec 
tor from the main re?ector and for said over-all size of 
the subre?ector parallel to the array being chosen so as 
to provide an element-in-array pattern having a level 
that is uniform within 10.5 decibel everywhere within 
i-l5° of the direction of the main lobe and having a 
sidelobe level at least 18 decibels below the main lobe 
level everywhere beyond :85" from the direction of the 
main lobe. 

2. A planar phase-steerable antenna array as defined 
in claim 1 wherein said means for conduction com 
prises open-wire transmission line means extending 
from said terminals to said subre?ector, and said main 
re?ector comprises a conductive ground plane substan 
tially continuous across the array, and said subre?ector 
comprises a conductive plate, and said electromagnetic 
radiation means comprises half-wave dipole means 
connected approximately midway between the main 
re?ector and the subre?ector. 

3. A planar phase-steerable antenna array as defined 
in claim 2 wherein said uniform spacing of-the element 
antennas is approximately 0.85 wavelength, said dis 
tance of the subre?ector from the main re?ector is ap 
proximately 0.5 wavelength, and said conductive plate 
is a disk having a diameter of approximately 0.41 wave 
length. 

4. A planar phase-steerable antenna array having 
gain and comprising a plurality of element antennas ar 
ranged generally in a plane with the element antennas 
being uniformly spaced apart from each other in direc 
tions parallel to said plane by a distance in a range from 
approximately 0.75 to 1.10 wavelength and having ter 
minals, electronic beam-steering means for controlling 
the direction of a main beam of said array over a range 
of : 15° from an array mechanical axis, said beam 
steering means comprising phase-controlled excitation 
means connected to the terminals of the element anten 
nas for exciting the element antennas with power, said 
element antennas each comprising a partial re?ector 
and a main re?ector substantially larger than the partial 
re?ector, with all of the partial re?ectors being located 
in a common plane and all of the main re?ectors being 
located in a second common plane, means for conduct 
ing the power from said terminals along a path from the 
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8 
main re?ector toward the partial re?ector,‘ and electro 
magnetic radiation means interposed between the main 
and partial re?ectors and connected to receive power 
from the conduction means for producing electromag 
netic waves between the main and partial re?ectors. 

5. A planar phase-steerable antenna array as set forth 
in claim 4 wherein said element antennas are spaced 
apart about 0.85 wavelength, said main and partial re 
?ectors are spaced apart about 0.5 wavelength, said 
electromagnetic radiation means interposed between 
the main and partial re?ectors comprises a half wave 
dipole interposed approximately midway between each 
of said main and partial re?ectors, and each of said par 
tial re?ectors comprises a disk having a diameter of 
about 0.41 wavelength, whereby the energy coupling 
among element antennas has values such that, for steer 
ing directions within said range of t15°, the gain of the 
array is degraded by less than I decibel and the maxi 
mum sidelobe level for regions 85° and farther from the 
main beam is below —20 decibels referred to the main 
beam. 

6. A planar phase-steerable antenna array having an 
axis, comprising a plurality of equally spaced element 
antennas in a plane, each of said element antennas 
comprising structural member means having at least 
one dimension for determining mutual energy coupling 
of the element antenna with others of said element an 
tennas in the array, said dimension being proportioned 
to produce an element-in-array radiation pattern ?at 
topped with 105 decibeleverywhere within :15° of 
the axis of said element-in-array pattern, energizing 
means for feeding phase-controlled excitation power to 
said elements for radiating an electromagnetic beam 
steerable within an angle of at least i 15 from said axis, 
each of said element antennas cocmprises feed termi 
nals for accepting excitation power from the energizing 
means, means having a feed-terminal end and a second 
end for conducting of said excitation power from the 
feed terminals in a direction substantially parallel to the 
axis, a substantially planar main re?ector nearer to the 
feed-terminal end of the conduction means than to the 
second end and parallel to the array plane for re?ecting 
electromagnetic waves, and wherein said structural 
member means comprises a subre?ector located at the 
second end of the conduction means and at a distance 
from the main re?ector in a range of distances of 0.4 
to 0.6 wavelength for re?ecting electromagnetic waves. 

7. A planar phase-steerable antenna array having an 
axis, comprising a plurality of equally spaced element 
antennas in a plane, each of said element antennas 
comprising structural member means having at least 
one dimension for determining mutual energy coupling 
of the element antenna with others of said element an 
tennas in the array, said dimension being proportioned 
to produce an element-in-array radiation pattern ?at 
topped within : 0.5 decibel everywhere within i 15° of 
the axis of said element-in-array pattern, energizing 
means for feeding phase-controlled excitation power to 
said elements for radiating an electromagnetic beam 
steerable within an angle of at least i 15 from-said axis, 
each of said element antennas comprises feed terminals 
for accepting excitation power from the energizing 
means, means having a feed-terminal end and a second 
end for conducting of said excitation power from the 
feed terminals in a direction substantially parallel to the 
axis, a substnatially planar main re?ector nearer to the 
feed-terminal end of the conduction means than to the 
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second end and parallel to the array plane for reflecting 
electromagnetic waves, and wherein said structural 
member means comprises a subre?ector located at the 
second end of the conduction means and at a distance 
from the main re?ector in a range of distances of 0.4 
to 0.6 wavelength for re?ecting electromagnetic waves, 
said subre?ector having over-all size parallel to the 
array in a range of 0.25 to 0.60 wavelength, electro 
magnetic radiation means connected to the conduction 
means between the main re?ector and subre?ector and 
excited by energy conducted by the conduction means 
thereto for producing electromagnetic ?elds. 

8. A planar phase-steerable antenna array as de?ned 
in claim 7 wherein said means for conduction com 
prises open-wire transmission line means extending 
from said terminals to said subre?ector, and said main 
re?ector comprises a conductive ground plane substan 
tially continuous across the array, and said subre?ector 
comprises a conductive plate, and said electromagnetic 
radiation means comprises half-wave dipole means 
connected approximately midway between the main 
re?ector and the subre?ector. , 

9. A planar phase-steerable antenna array as defined 
in claim 8 wherein said uniform spacing of the element 
antennas is approximately 0.85 wavelength, said dis 
tance of the subre?ector from the main re?ector is ap 
proximately 0.5 wavelength, and said conductive plate 
is a disk having a diameter of approximately 0.41 wave 
length, said diameter being one of said dimensions for 

. determining said mutual energy coupling. 
10. A method of constructing a planar phase 

steerable antenna array comprising the steps of array 
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10 
ing a plurality of element antennas in a plane with uni 
form spacing therebetween, energizing a centrally lo 
cated one of said element antennas with an AC power 
source, passively terminating all of the others of said 
element antennas with impedances simulating identical , 
AC power sources, measuring far field radiation pat 
terns of the element antenna so situated in the array en 
vironment to detect the flatness of patterns within an 
angular range about the axis of symmetry, progressively 
varying in increments at least one of the dimensions 

a. spacing between element antennas 
b. height of an element antenna perpendicular to the 
plane of the array 

0. breadth of an element antenna measured parallel 
to the plane of the array, repeating said step of 
measuring the patterns to detect ?atness after each 
increment and adjusting one of the dimensions so 
as to obtain the ?attest pattern within said range, 
and replacing said impedances with AC power 
sources. 

11. The method as defined in'claim 10 wherein said 
step of measuring within an angular range comprises 
measuring within a range of at least i15°, and wherein 
said step of adjusting comprises adjusting so as to ob 
tain a pattern ?at within :t0.5 decibel within said range. 

j 12. The method as de?ned in claim 10 wherein said ' 
step of progressively varying in increments at least one 
of said dimensions comprises progressively varying said 
breadth of an element antenna measured parallel to the 
plane of the array. 
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